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Abstract� We investigated the bene�ts of explicit direc�
tion of arrival �DOA� estimation in the channel identi�ca�
tion process of the STAR multi�antenna receiver for CDMA
networks� We �nd that DOA extraction is bene�cial only
under more adverse conditions� i�e�� higher levels of interfer�
ence and mobility� Receivers such as STAR already provide
accurate channel estimates and SNR gains due to DOA ex�
ploitation are modest and become signi�cant only with vary
large antenna arrays�

I� Formulation and Background

A� Data Model and Assumptions

We denote by M the number of uplink receiving anten�
nas at the base�station �extension to downlink is ad hoc�
and consider a multipath Rayleigh fading environment with
number of paths P � For air�interface transmission� data
symbols b

�n
are BPSK�modulated then di�erentially en�

coded as bn � b
�n
bn���

After despreading the data at the receiver� we form for
each path p � � � � � � P the corresponding M �  despread
vector�

Zp�n � Gp�n�p�n�nbn �Np�n � ��

where ��n is the total received power and �
�
p�n is the normal�

ized power fraction of the total power received over the p�th
path �i�e��

PP

p�� �
�
p�n � �� The M �  vector Gp�n� with

norm
p
M � denotes the channel vector from the transmitter

to the multi�antenna receiver over the p�th multipath� For
more e�cient joint space�time processing ��� we align the
M��vectors Gp�n� P in number� to generate the following
MP �  data observation vector ����

Z
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�
�
ZT
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T
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where sn � �nbn denotes the signal component� H
�n
��

���nG
T
��n� � � � � �P�nG

T
P�n

�T
is the MP �  spatio�temporal

channel vector with norm
p
M � N

�n
�
�
NT
��n� � � � � N

T
P�n

�T
is a space�time uncorrelated Gaussian interference vector
with mean zero and variance ��N after despreading of the
data channel� The resulting input SNR after despreading
is SNRin � �����N per antenna element�

B� Overview of STAR

Exploiting the channel estimate �H
�n

� aH
�n
derived below

with a sign ambiguity a � �� STAR �spatio�temporal
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array�receiver� �� �rst extracts the data signal component
by spatio�temporal MRC ����

�sn � Re
n
�H
�

H

n Z�n
�M

o
� ���

and estimates the DBSPK data sequence bn with a sign
ambiguity as �bn � Sign f�sng � abn� Di�erential decoding

of �bn resolves the sign ambiguity a in the BPSK symbol
estimates �b

�n
� �bn�bn�� � Sign f�sn�sn��g�

In a second step� STAR feeds back the estimate of the
data signal component �sn �or ��n�bn� in a decision feedback
identi�cation �DFI� scheme to update the channel estimate
as follows �for details see ��������

�H
�n��

� �H
�n
� �

�
Z
�n

� �H
�n
�sn

�
�sn � ���

where �H
�n
is the adaptive channel estimate and � the adap�

tation step�size� This simple DFI scheme �� of Eqs� ���
and ��� identi�es the channel within a constant sign ambi�

guity a � � thereby giving �H
�n

� aH
�n
�

II� STAR with DOA Tracking

A� Data Model with DOA

So far we have made no assumptions on the propaga�
tion model� Here we assume that a DOA characterizes the
multipath channel vector as follows�

Gp�n � rp�nF�	p�n� � rp�n

h
� � � � e�j

�� sin��p�n�

�
xm����

iT
� ���

where 	p�n is the DOA of the p�th path� 
 is the wave
length� and xm� m � � � � � �M are the sensor positions of
a linear antenna �extension to a two�dimensional antenna
is possible ����� and rp�n is a phase shift due to Rayleigh
fading�� The propagation vector� a parametric function F
of the DOA� is said to belong to an array manifold� In
the following upgraded version of STAR� we attempt to
improve channel identi�cation by �tting the structure of
the channel estimate in its array manifold�

B� Structure Fitting by DOA Tracking in STAR

Let us denote the channel estimate prior to structure

�tting as �H
�n
�
h
�HT
��n� � � � �

�HT
P�n

iT
� Its p�th M �  vector

segment can be written as�

�Hp�n � a �p�nGp�n�Ep�n � �p�nF�	p�n��Ep�n � �
�

�For a given multipath� say p� Rayleigh fades across antennas are
fully correlated and all equal to �n�p�nrp�n within a DOA phase shift�



where �p�n � a�p�nrp�n and Ep�n denotes the M �  vector
of identi�cation errors over the p�th multipath� Providing
means to extract both �	p�n and ��p�n from �Hp�n allows its
reconstruction as follows�

�Hp�n � ��p�n �Gp�n � ��p�nF��	p�n� � ���

yielding �H
�n
�

h
�HT
��n� � � � � �H

T
P�n

iT
� This step is explicitly

referred to as structure �tting� We implement it in a DOA
tracking loop as follows�
Suppose that structure �tting was already applied over

the channel estimate at iteration n� yielding �H
�n
�see initial�

ization of DOA tracking below�� Then apply the DFI pro�
cedure of Eq� ��� and denote the updated channel estimate
at iteration n� as �H

�n��
� Assuming slow variations ofGp�n

compared to the symbol duration �i�e�� Gp�n�� � Gp�n�� we

extract �p�n�� from �Hp�n�� by matched beamforming as
follows�

��p�n�� � �GH
p�n
�Hp�n���M � ���

then update the multipath channel vector estimate by�

�Gp�n�� � �Gp�n � �p

�
�Hp�n�� � �Gp�n��p�n��

�
���p�n�� � ���

where �p is an adaptation step�size� Note the similarity
of the adaptation above with the DFI procedure of Eq�
���� This LMS�type adaptation was originally proposed
in the ASSET �adaptive source subspace extraction and
tracking� algorithm ��� for multi�source beamforming and
DOA tracking� We adjusted it in �� to multipath time�
delay tracking� Here we apply it as originally designed� i�e��
for DOA tracking and hence estimate �	p�n�� from �Gp�n��

by simple update of �	p�n� Details of this DOA tracking step

can be found in ���� Estimation of �Gp�n�� and �H
�n��

in Eq�

��� using ��p�n�� in Eq� ��� and �	p�n�� completes structure
�tting at iteration n� �

C� Disabling�Activation of DOA Tracking in STAR

Below a detection threshold ��TH of the multipath energy
�see ����� DOA tracking is no longer reliable� Structure
�tting must be disabled� say for the p�th path at symbol
iteration nd� if the estimate of the p�th power fraction�
given by j��p�nj� � ���p�n remains continuously below ��TH
over nv symbol durations �i�e�� n � fnd� nv �� � � � � ndg��
For n  nd� we skip Eqs� ��� and ��� for the p�th path and

set �Hp�n � �Hp�n in Eq� ��� until the multipath energy of
the p�th path exceeds the detection threshold again�
Indeed� if DOA tracking was inactive say for the p�th

path� we activate it at symbol iteration nd if the estimate of
the p�th power fraction� given by k �Hp�nk��M continuously
exceeds ��TH over na symbol durations �i�e�� n � fnd �
na�� � � � � ndg�� We initialize�reactivate the DOA tracking
described above for each of the P paths by�

�	p�nd � argmin
���

n
jF�	�H �Hp�nd j�

o
� �	�

where � denotes a search set of tentative DOA values �in
the range of M in number� over which projected energy
from �Hp�nd is maximized�
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Fig� �� SNR gains in dB vs� the number of antennas for DOA
tracking in STAR �carrier ��� GHz� data rate �		 kbps� P 
 �
equal�power paths� average �� power control errors at a PC rate
of �� Hz with ���� dB increment and ���� ms Tx delay��

III� Simulations Results and Conclusions

In Fig�  we plot the SNR gain at a given BER over b
�n

�before channel decoding� due to enhancement of channel
identi�cation by DOA tracking in STAR� Results suggest
the following�
� The relative SNR gains of DOA�based structure �tting
increase with degrading conditions for channel identi�ca�
tion� A larger number of antennas enables operation at
higher noise levels and�or with faster channel variations�
providing higher gains but increased channel�identi�cation
errors�
� The relative SNR gains of DOA�based structure �tting
are modest with small antenna arrays �fractions of a dB�
and even less at higher BER thresholds resulting from bet�
ter channel coding� A large array of �� elements enables
more than � dB gain at vehicular speed and � BER� How�
ever� this size antenna array appears impractical today�
� Structure �tting by Eqs� ��� and ��� amounts to a pro�
jection that reduces identi�cation errors by no more than
factor M ��� If the channel identi�cation is already quite
accurate� such as the DFI technique used in STAR� en�
hancement of channel identi�cation by DOA�based struc�
ture �tting becomes negligible when the antenna array is
small and�or when channel identi�cation conditions are al�
ready favorable�
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